INTERSECTION OF CENTER ST. AND ARBOR DR.
- Tight radius is a challenge for emergency and service access
- Narrow walking down ‘T’ offers a generous landing to the residence hall and switchback ramp is not ideal for moving events
- Vehicle terrains is undefined, making vehicular circulation vague
- Opportunity to better clarify and direct vehicular circulation
- Opportunity to improve pedestrian experience by adjusting and restricting non-emergency vehicular access

SERVICE TO UNION
- Service penetrating pedestrian circulation on Arbor Dr.
- Opportunity to adjust service yard extents and circulation to reduce conflict with pedestrian use
- Opportunity for visual and audio screening without blocking views and access between the Union and Massengale

ARBOR DRIVE
- Constraint: Grade change between Thompson and Massengale and existing utility (transformer, steam tunnel)
- Major pedestrian route crossing service road creates unwelcoming pedestrian experience
- Opportunity to create substantial cross-campus circulation as well as provide direct access from Legacy Plaza to the Arboretum
- Opportunity for potential service / emergency route

THOMPSON AND MASSENGALE BACK ACCESS
- Community facing infrastructure and memorial trees conflict with widening circulation route for emergency access
- Opportunity to enhance back access to Massengale for drop-off, deliveries, and moving events
- Opportunity to adjust configuration of parking drive sail to accommodate emergency access to lower level of Thompson

C. Y. THOMPSON LIBRARY PLAZA
- Proposed terrace at building entrance creates some service and accessibility challenges in connecting to Legacy Plaza
- Opportunity to create another pedestrian route connecting library and internal cafe to Legacy Plaza
- Opportunity to create more visible/accessible pedestrian connection to Yeutter Gardens

DAIRY STORE PLAZA
- Constraint: Grade change will require creative approach to accessibility
- Opportunity to create an outdoor patio for students and Dairy Store customers to help activate Legacy Plaza

FUTURE BUILDING AREA
- Constraint: Massengale open space slated for future building according to the Campus Master Plan
- Opportunity to create external pedestrian gateway on Legacy Plaza
- Enhancing connection between the Dairy, Porch, and the edge of campus
- Opportunity to establish on-street parking for access to Filley Hall and the Dairy Store

OPEN SPACE
- Current planting design lacks diversity and does not reflect native or agronomic aesthetics
- Opportunity to create a front porch for East Campus: a destination for social recreation, educational programming, and campus activities
- Opportunity to open views between buildings and pedestrian nodes
- Opportunity to create nodes highlighting sculptures of the Nebraska Secretary of Agriculture as well as other art
- Opportunity to enhance and differentiate planting areas to exhibit Nebraska’s diverse ecoregions, habitats, flora, and fauna

NEBRASKA EAST UNION SOUTHERN ENTRY
- Constraint: Design must tie in to surrounding campus currently underway
- Opportunity to capture student and faculty traffic to energize the new Legacy Plaza
- Opportunity to capitalize on grade change, solar exposure, and views to create comfortable and inviting spaces for meeting, eating, relaxing, and performing
- Opportunity with the future removal of tidal hall to create a new Union entrance that enhances connection to Legacy Plaza

MAIN CAMPUS ENTRANCE
- Need to maintain service access to Food Industry Complex
- Opportunity to clarify circulation routes and prevent access through building for non-service vehicles
- Opportunity to enhance a grand entrance for East Campus

NORTH ARBOR DR.
- Opportunity to enhance visibility of Native American Memorial
- Opportunity for narrow, one-way vehicular access north to Flat St.

### OPPORTUNITY & CONSTRAINT LEGEND
1. Intersection of Center St. and Arbor Dr.
2. Service to Union
3. Arbor Drive
4. Thompson and Massengale Back Access
5. C.Y. Thompson Library Plaza
6. Dairy Store Plaza
7. Future Building Area
8. Open Space
9. Nebraska East Union Southern Entry
10. Main Campus Entrance
11. North Arbor Dr.

#### OPPORTUNITIES/CONSTRAINTS
- Opportunity
- Constraint